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It's called finals week for a reason. One week at the end
of every quarter to reap the benefits of what you survived
ten weeks of class for. The final grade, the most concrete
testament to all the late nights, often relies heavily on that
final test, project or presentation. In a perfect collegiate
world, finals would be taken in one week, rightfully called,
finals week.
Although this concept isn't revolutionary, complaints
that have been voiced around campus might cause someone
to think otherwise. Students are put through a whirlwind of
paces the week before finals. Some classes let students get
off easier, with only one test, project or presentation. But
in others, students have the misfortune ofjuggling two or
even worse, all three.
According to a recent e-mail from the Provost
concerning Seattle University's Final Examination Policy,
"all final exams must be held as officially scheduled
during exam week." The e-mail also says that "it is the
University's expectation that exams occur only during this
time period and not earlier." Ifa professor chooses to weigh
projects or papers as a final in lieu ofan in-class exam, the
policy says that the due date for those cannot preceed the
assigned time and date of the would-be final exam.
While this sounds reasonable, what it really boils down
to is it's a nice written rule that isn't always upheld.
Because of the lack of adherence to the policy, students
ultimately pay the price by suffering through more stress,
losing more sleep while studying in a condensed amount
oftime and possibly earning a final grade that could have
been better if the time was spent studying instead of
attending class.
It is necessary that this policy be upheld. While other
schools have a week before finals, usually referred to as
'dead week' where classes are not in session, SU has no
such thing. Circulated rumors about not holding classes on
the Monday of finals week, are so far, precisely that - only
rumors.
If a final is to be weighted as such, students deserve to be
able to prepare, without having to attend the last week of
classes, give the final presentation and take or turn in a final
within days ofone another.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
FLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.
Weak grasp of "free press"
Molly Layman
StaffColumnist
Areport was released recently by
the Knight foundation illustrating
students' "appallingly weak grasp
of free speech."
According to the report, three
out of four students didn't have
any particular opinion about free
speech. Further, almost half be-
lievedthe government had theright
to censor the Internet and one third,
after having the First Amendment
read to them, felt that it went "too
far" in guaranteeing rights.
This is disgusting. How could
this have happened in an age with
expanding resources ofknowledge
and information?
Clearly education is at fault in
this matter, but not in the traditional
sense. As public schools have come
to depend on levies from local
communities for funding, rather
than the state, public schools have
increasingly come under the control
of local communities.
Public schools are dependent on
student populations for funding;
therefore keeping school size up
has to be a priority. This leads to
compromises. While parents may
participate more in education than
in the past, this cannot always be
considered positive. Many parents
have often become the first source
of intervention in curriculum,
angrily protesting in boardrooms
so that the curriculum must be
altered.
Can students and teachers, there-
fore, be blamed entirely for accept-
ing censorship when their very
education continues to be filtered
through parent-led boardrooms?
Though colleges can open minds,
it cannot always break established
thought.
The report states that schools
with newspapers had a greater
understanding of the First Amend-
ment, but can it truly be said that a
newspaper fundedby the institution
it is meant to "critique" and cover,
be a lesson in free speech?
Under Utopian conditions news-
papers are meant to be separate
entities from those institutions in
power, thereby allowing an uninflu-
enced report ofproceedings. School
newspapers are school funded, how
then can it be expected to bite the
hand that feeds it?
Advisors, at least on the high
school level, have lost their posi-
tions after opposing censorship by
school districts. Colleges do not
fair much better, though the targets
become the students themselves,
not the advisors.
The gross distortion of free
speech expression is as alarming
as the indifference towards free
speech. People have come to be-
lieve that destroying newspapers
and suppressing the free speech of
others is somehow an expression of
free speech. Such bullying tactics,
however, are prime examples of
whyfree speech is guaranteed— it
is not meant merely for those with
the most power.
Freedom of speech is meant to
combat ignorance by allowing the
contributionof all sides. Ignorance
of this purpose, however, and sub-
sequent destruction of the opposi-
tion, only threatens to perpetuate
this limited view, often with dire
implications. Learning is a prin-
ciple of opposites: one must know
the contrary views in order to truly
realize the falsity of other accounts
and come to understand why certain
accounts are more logical or struc-
tured in the given fashion. It's a
seemingly obvious concept, but one
that fails to resonate with many in
the population. Biased news cover-
age is only detrimental to the extent
that one doesn't realize the bias,
accepts the homogenous account
and consequently radicalizes.
Obviously a weak grasp of free
speech expression and the First
Amendment has negative implica-
tions. The population cannot be
expected to effectively participate
or be taken seriously in a govern-
ment it does not understand. It is
this precise condition that relegates
"the people" of a democracy to
be spectators, not participants in
government.
The purpose of history is to
allow for social progression. We
can't allow ourselves to forget the
social improvements brought by
the protests of the 1960'5. We can-
not forget the abhorrent conditions
workers were forced to endure
before they exercised theirright to
assemble against their oppressors.
Forgetting or ignoring history
causes us to ignore how and why
our lives have come to be, for bet-
ter or worse - without this we are
doomedto regress without the pos-
sibility for improvement.When we
allow our tools for knowledge to be
effectively destroyed by imposing
limits on expression, we welcome
exploitation and demote the value
of the individual. This should not
be our fate.
Molly Layman is a sophomore
international studies major. Send
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The Spectator will Tllpiss§p
RESUME PRINTING ON
April 7th
Good luck with finals & Have a good break!
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Stop your whining, complaining - get confident
Dear Editor:
Ihaverecently noticedthat in the last few issues of
this paper there have been articles written by single
and obviously frustrated boys at this school all com-
|plaining about the quality ofgirls on this campus.
Well, I am here to say that you boys have abso-
lutelyno right tocomplain about theopposite sex at
this school. Numbers prove that there is no reason
thatevery boy at this school should not have a girl-
friend ifthey really wanted one.
In a school where there is a 60 percent female
population, it is impossible that any boy could not
find at least one girl that they mesh with.The girls
at this school shouldbe the ones to complain, not
theboys. As far as I am concerned, theboys at this
school have it made.
A littlebit ago I found myselfsitting at a table in
theBistro with three single, straightboys, ararity on
this campus, I know. And somehow we got on the
topic ofdating. This conversation got turned into an
argument about the "lack-of-quality-girls" at this
school. They were saying that the girls that go to
SU are snobby and that guys have to gooffcampus
to find dates. I was shocked. How could theseboys
be complaining?
They go to a school where there is a two to one
female to male ratio. Beside the fact that one is
very religious and shuts girls down before there is
apossibility ofsomething more, all of the boys are fineboyfriend
material. Their only problem is that they move into the dreaded
"friend-zone"too quickly.
That seems to be a common problem for SU boys. Once in the
"friend-zone" people do not know how tonavigate theirway out,
but it isnot impossible. Butgirls donot like tohearboys - even their
friends - complainabout girls, because eventhough youmaynotbe
talking abouther specifically, she is still a girl and still one ofthose
"snobby, stuck-up SU girls" that you are complaining about
In response to The Spectator's Feb. 17 Rant ofthe
Week: SUgirlsmesmerizedbybad boy losers, Iwould
like to say that that isnot tiue anda horriblegeneraliza-
tion. Believe it or not boys, most girls do not want a
jeik that will treat thembadly. Mostgirls wantsomeone
thatwill give them goodhugs andpick them up when
they are down.
The problem is thatmost of those "bad boy losers"
have tons of confidence and they know how to get
noticed. Girlsare attracted to confidence.
What most girls do not like are crybaby, whining,
ultra-emoboys thatare too shy to even talk to themBut
you donot need tobea jerkto getnoticed, you justneed
to talk to her and get on her radar, she will notice you.
I really think that theboys here are seriously under-
estimating the girls. Girls do not understand boys just
asmuch asboys donot understand girls.And, typically,
girlsarefar more shy when itcomes to theopposite sex
than one may think
It is the sociallyprescribed role of theboy to ask out
the girl, and girls are more than happy to let boys do
all thework Sorry boys, that's justthe way it is. Most
girls that I know would never say "no" to a first date,
unless they were already taken. So, instead ofsulking
about and complaining about how no girls are good
enough, justask her out
Step one: stop whining. Step two: talk to her. Step
three: ask herout It really is not that hard.
Louise Parker
Member of the SU Community
Forget about being afraid, educate yourselves
Dear Editor:
I'm writing in response to Lauren Padgett's
Opinion column Unwelcome Visitors at SU
(Feb 17).
Ms. Padgett expressed concerns about secu-
rity issues and SU's guests from Tent City 3.
One of the things we leam in college is to base
our decisions on facts, rather than assumptions
or superstitions.
When we look at the facts, TC3 & 4 have
very low levels ofcrime (and have never had
an incident of child molestation contrary to
popular opinion). There have been incidents
where crime has gone down due to Tent City's
presence.
I do agree with Ms. Padgett that there should
have been a lot more security provided when the
TC3 residents were invited into the Campion
Ballroom for the Superbowl party.
When looking at the facts wesee thatcollege
dormitories house the age group most likely
to commit violent crimes. They are dens of
drunkenness, drug abuse and sales, violence,
sexual harassment, sexual assault, vandalism
and littering. They are known to be loud and
rowdy. Considering all this, Seattle University
should probably have done more toprotect the
residents ofTC3.
If any one of the above crimes were reaped
upon our TC3 guests, the newspapers would
have had a heyday and it could have per-
manently damaged the reputation of Seattle
University.
At least SU Security did keep the doors to
campion tower locked. As a non-dormresident,
I have attended dozens of events where the
doors were braced open so that participants
could wonder in and out atwill.
I do have to commend Ms.Padgett for her
honesty, and for so articulately presenting the
kind ofthinking that has beenprevalent the last
five years or so. I'm talkingabout wide-spread
fear and ignorance guiding us in our lives and
even in our policy making.
We are afraid of people who look different,
we are afraid of the poor, we are afraid of the
mentally ill and physically "handicapped," we
are afraid offoreigners and immigrants, we are
afraid of harmless gay people trying to do the
right thing. We are afraid of technology and
changes in our economy,even potentially good
ones, and we are obviouslyafraid of the home-
less. We are even afraid ofour government. In
fact we are afraid ofourselves.
Why? Basically because ofignorance. That is
why extensive education is so necessary today.
It is why Seattle University's mission is morel
vital now than ever. We students are lucky to
be atSU, but wemust insure that EVERYONE
gets a better education then seems to be the
case currently.
We need to do two things: Over-invest
in education of every kind. I've have never
heard anyone say, "Man, we have a problem
because we have invested way too much in
education!"
Secondly, U.S. citizens need to stop being
so afraid. If JohnWayne were alive today he
wouldbe so ashamedhe wouldprobably move
toCanada because of thenamby-pamby irratio-
nal fear we are letting rule our lives.
Lorn Richey
MPA Program
Bio Diesel = World Peace, in a matter ofspeaking
Johannes Ariens
StaffColumnist
With fuel prices at a four month high, finite natural
resources rapidly facing exhaustion and our national debt
spiraling out ofcontrol, one might wonderwhy the United
States is not more aggressively pursuing alternative fuel
sources.
As technology continues to advance, renewable energy
sources such as bio-diesel and hydrogen fuel are appearing
to be more and more practical every day. Both of these
energy sources are not only completely renewable, but
can easily be implemented into any vehicle with a simple
conversion.
With the purchase ofa hydrogen generator for example,
a car can easily be converted to run off the hydrogen pro-
duced by the electrically charged generator. The wattage
required to run a hydrogen generator is fairly minimal,
especially with the aid of solar cells or hydro-electric
power.
Bio-diesel fuel is basically cooking oil that is used in the
place of diesel fuel in a somewhatmodified diesel engine.
This all-natural fuel could even be the refuse from a fast
food restaurant fryer. Yet somehow our country remains
in a trance-like state ofreliance on Middle Eastern oil and
the destruction of our own natural resources.
Being reliant on a diminishing resource that is steadily
becoming almost non-existent is only increasing our reli-
ance on foreign resources. This brings to light an entire
entourage of issues.
Any time there is unrest among nations supplying oil
our country feels obligated to fix the issue. If we didn't
interject, we would stand to lose greatly and might actu-
ally be forced to seek a solution instead of justpostponing
the problem.
The costs of these operations are numerous. These costs
range from the nearly exponential increase of the national
debt to the loss of life among the soldiers fighting in the
Middle East.
Are the soldiers really fighting solely for a humanitar-
ian cause? It wouldbe nice to say yes, but the fact of the
matter is that oil runs the economy of our nation. When
oil prices are low the stock market does better; when they
get high it does worse. When things aren't going so well
in the Middle East oil prices go up and to combat this we
must intervene.
It's this stepping in that is consistently raising our
national debt and increasing our nations already bullish
image around the world. Oil and the industry surrounding
it is the deciding factor in many of the decisions made by
our government.
This is a disturbing fact, considering there are alternative
options readily available that are completely renewable,
have environmentally friendly emissions, and wouldpro-
tect lands such as ANWR in Alaska from being drilled.
The environmental impacts of drilling and the use of
fossil fuels are staggering. Fossil fuel creates emissions
whenburned that have over time induced global warming
and decreased overall air quality. Drilling is also damaging
to the environment and outrageously costly to perform.
Considering the options of bio-diesel (grease) and
hydrogen, which are both environmentally friendly and
completely renewable, makes it hard not to be cynical
about the reasons that our government is not more actively
pursuing these options.
These close-minded, money driven attitudes are going
to be the reason that the next generation of Americans
- my generation - is going to have a lot more repairing to
do than would ever be necessary if these alternative fuel
methods were utilized.
Johannes Ariens is a junior communication major. Send
feedbackand comments to Johannes at ariensj@seattleu.
edu
The Spectator
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Race and gender, two issues
that have long been discussed
separately, were brought to-
gether in a two-day conference
Seattle University hosted last
Friday and Saturday, titled
"(Re)examining Race and
Gender."
Scholars from 22 different
universities from across the
nation gathered to discuss their
research and experiences in the
areas of race and gender.
Maria Bullon-Fernandez,
director of women's studies
and associate English profes-
sor, and Nalini Iyer, Wismer
professor and director of the
Center for the Study of Justice
in Society, came up with the
conference theme after both
had been part of the Globaliza-
tion Conference in 2000.
"We thought of race and
gender because they are two
categories of iden-




has are going to be
dealing with the issues
of race and gender also.
We wanted to do some-
thing that faculty from all
colleges and students would
be interested in," said Bullon-
Fernandez.
The conference was hosted
by numerous organizations on
campus, including the Wismer
Center, Center for the Study of
Justice in Society, the Women
Studies Program, Pigott-Mc-
Cone Chair, Global African
Studies and the Diversity, Citi-
zenship, and Social Justice
Program.
Since there were so many
supporters of the conference,
theregistration fee was waived
and anyone who wanted to
attend the conference could.
Although attending the con-
ference was free and there
was even free food, not many
students attended.
"I think one of my disap-
pointments was, here we had
given so much publicity to
this, told faculty to tell their
students, and no registration fee
- I would have loved to have
sent the room overflowing,"
stated Iyer.
Aside from the low student
turnout,Bullon-Fernandez and
Iyer were, overall, satisfied
with the conference.
"The conference went very
well; very smooth. There were




time to make friendships and
professional contacts," added
Bullon-Fernandez.
One of the numerous Seattle
University professors that was
part of the conference was Ma-
ria Chavez, assistant professor
of the institute ofpublic service
and political science.
"I think a lot of the issues
around race and gender get
erased in main stream curricu-
lum. I think that sometimes we
can focus on race, sometimes
we can focus on gender, but
when you put them together
- like women ofcolor - it gets
left out," stated Chavez on why
she was participating in the
conference.
Chavez was part of"Parent-
ing and Academia: A Round-
table" with many other of her
Seattle University colleagues.
She was excited to be on the
panel because it allowed her to
share her experiences with the
work she has done on theexpe-
riences ofLatina lawyers.
"Even though I have a Ph.D.,
I'm an assistant professor. Race
and gender cross through edu-
cational levels, surpasses class,
and you still get the same
stereotypes," commented
Chavez.
The Parenting and Academia
roundtable was just one of 15
differentpanels to choose from
at the conference.
A panel, titled "Situated
Bi-Cultural Identities and the
Continuing Signature of Inter-
section Between Race, Class,
Gender and Sexualities," was
about the different identities
that both students and profes-
sors have while in the class-
room.
While from two different ar-
eas of the Communication De-
partment at University ofPuget
Sound, Renee Houston and
Dexter Gordoncollaborated on
their experiences of teaching
about race and gender in the
classroom and how it affects
the classroom. Their research
focused on difficult topics that
often invoked emotions from
not only the students, but also
themselves.
The final panelist, Pamela
Williams-Paez, of the Col-
lege of the Canyons, spoke on
her work about the change of
democracy in the classroom.
One of the most important and
progressive ways she spoke of
was having her students lead
the class in a seminar once a
week.
"Students are sometimes
more comfortable taking on
problems with other students
than taking on the professor.
Students are also able to prob-
lem solve together," explained
Williams-Paez.
While few students did at-
tend this panel, Kimberly Bur-
gess, senior political science
major, was present and gained
a lot from the conference.
"It was inspiring to sit and
listen to academics from around
the country talk about things I
recognize in the classroom,
and to know that this sort of
discourse is going on and
to know what professors are
doing outside of class," she
commented.
Along with the panels were
two keynote speakers who
presented at the conference.
Friday's speaker was Adrien
K. Wing, a professor from
University of lowa in the Col-
lege ofLaw. Wing, an African-
American woman, specializes
in international law, is author
of over 70 different publica-
tions, has been a consultant
for the United Nations and has
served on delegations to
many countries includ-
ing Israel, Palestine and
Namibia.
While Wing's list of
)
accomplishments
goes on much lon-
ger, the identity
she does not want
people to forget is
that she is a mother
to five sons.
"My mothering
identity has given me
more access thanany oth-
er identity I have. It gives
me access to those women who
hate lawyers, but because I am
a mother, I am embraced."
Wing spoke passionately
about critical race feminist
theory and the differentwomen
who are a part of it. She also
talked of the oppression of
women globally, especially in
Iraq and Palestine. Finally, she
spoke ofher disappointment in
U.S. secretary of state, Condo-
leeza Rice, for not supporting
the best interests ofwomen or
African-Americans.
While Wing pointed out that
the topics she spoke of were
a bit depressing and even a
little bit hopeless, her role as
a mother is what keeps her
going.
"I have raised five sons, and
ifI give them hopelessness they
will commit suicide or homi-
cide. No matter how depressed
I feel, I have to remain hopeful
for them," she said.
The two-day event culmi-
nated at a reception held in
the Leßoux Room on Satur-
day evening. Participants and
guests of the conference were
able to mingle and chat while
dining on sushi, cheese and
crackers, fruit and sparkling
punch.
While the future of the next
conference is unsure, Iyer and
Bullon-Fernandez both hope
that other departments will take
over to enable conferences with
different ideas for the years to
come.
United States stands idle as
Darfur people raped, killed
Adrienne Hawley
Guest Writer
Darfur is located in western Sudan and
is about the size of France. Appalling
human rights violations continue to be
committed there, and two SU students
have made a call for action.
Erin Foran, sophomore English and
international studies major, and Kai
Hoffman-Krull, freshman theology
major, recently attended a conference
in Washington, D.C., sponsored by the
United States Holocaust Memorial Mu-
seum and GeorgetownUniversity.
They learned about the human rights
violations being committed in Sudan,
and are getting students involved.
Civil war has plagued Sudan for the
past 21 years. Recently a peace agree-
ment was signed by the government of
the north and the rebels of the south.
The civil war may have ended; how-
ever, fighting still persists. The soldiers
previously fighting in the civil war
are now committing genocidal acts in
the Darfur region. The violence began
in 2003, resulting in a total of about
335,000 deaths while nearly two million
civilians have fled for their lives; some
to refugee camps in neighboring Chad or
other areas in Sudan.
These refugees need emergency health
care, sanitation assistance and access to
clean water.
The Sudanese government and the
government-trainedArab Jajaweed mi-
litias are responsible for the violence that
has caused so many deaths andpeople to
flee for their lives. The militia is known
for burning livestock, crops and houses.
They also kill African males older than
15 and have raped a number ofwomen.
According to Human Rights Watch,
an independent organization that investi-
gates human rights violations all over the
globe, the Sudanese government is guilty
ofethnic cleansing - systematicallykill-
ing and engaging in activities that make
it impossible for theFur and the Masalit
ethnic groups to continue to survive.
To put it more simply, Foran points
out, "The people who are doing the
killing classify themselves as Arab and
the people being displaced identify as
African."
"Sudan is the largest country inAfrica;
the economic implications of this are
enormous," said Hoffman-Krull.
She also stated that Sudan is the big-
gest oil producing country ofAfrica, and
most of this oil is found in the southern
region ofDarfur.
"Instead of moving people off the re-
gion, they just systematically bomb the
area," Hoffman-Krulladded.
Currently, the U.S. continues to buy
oil for Sudan. President Bush has also
rejected the United Nation's attempt to
bring the people responsible to trial. The
U.N. suggested using the International
Criminal Court, which is ready to pros-
ecute a list of 51 offenders.
However, the U.S., Algeria and China
will not agree.
"I didn't know there was so much
going on and the U.S. doesn't want to
help," said Diana Alvarez, junior social
work major.
"It is good they came out with this
report because it is a call to action," said
Foran about the U.N. report.
Hoffman-Krull and Foran are cur-
rently selling bracelets for three dollars
a piece. The money will go to Doctors
without Borders. They also want to
get Seattle University students more
involved and will be holding a meeting
to decide further actions students can
partake in.
Forfurther information contact Erin Fo-





At 2 a.m. Public Safety noticed that
someone in Campion was shining a
large spotlight onto the tennis courts.
The individual was contacted and ad-
mitted to doing the same thing the past
four to five nights while Tent City 3
was residing on the courts. The reason
for this behavior was not determined.
Wednesday, March 2
Indecent Exposure
At 7 p.m. a student walking to
Connolly Center reported to P.S. that
she heard a male in a vehicle parked
on 13th Ave. yell for help. She looked
over at the male in his car w/the en-
gine running and he exposed himself.
The student then contacted P.S. who
responded to the area and searched
for the vehicle, which was gone upon
their arrival.
At 10 p.m., P.S. staff responded to
a report ofan unknown person inside
the west fence area of Campion Hall.
Upon arrival, P.S. staffcould hear stu-
dents taunting and yelling inappropri-
ate remarks directed to a male transient
with his dog. The male apologized to
P.S. Staff for climbing over the fence.
The male said he was sitting with his
dog on the curb and the students began




Astudentreported placing his denim
jacket with cell phone and wallet in
the pockets in the weightroom storage
cubicle. When the student was done
working out he found his wallet and
cell phone in the cubicle, but someone
had taken his jacket.
The Spectator
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Archive project kicks off Women's History Month
Molly Layman
StaffWriter
The forgotten history. Unfortunately, this phrase often
describes the history of women, but is it really forgot-
ten? Where is this history that has often failed to appear
in books?
As Janet Bishop, coordinator of archival and manu-
scripts projects at the Lemieux Library, is discovering,
the history of women often exists in the women them-
selves, living and breathing, rather than locked away in
an archive.
Recently, JanetBishop gave a presentation, sponsored
by the Office ofMulticultural StudentAffairs, ofher cur-
rent project, "Celebrating 70 years of Women at Seattle
University, 1933-2003."
The presentation acted as a "visual presentation and
reception celebrating the historical highlights and con-
tributions of Seattle University Female faculty, staff,
students and alumni."
With help from administrative assistant Beverly
Santiago, the presentation took place last Thursday in
the OMSA office, where various pictures chronicling
women's historyat SU from the 1940's through the Civil
Rights Movementand into the present were displayed.
"The presentation acted as sort of a preview for the
larger project," John Hopkins, associate director of
OMSA said.
Sharon Young, administrative assistant in the Office of
Student development, added her own personal story to
the presentation by sharing some memorable experiences.
She began by explaining how Lee Thurber and Marie
Ferguson, both executive secretaries in the president's
office, had an impact on her life.
She also discussed her experiences concerning the
advancement of women at SU. This is Young's fifteenth
year at SU, and during that time she has seen some
advancements, including a woman who started as a sec-
retary and eventually became an assistant vice president
and an administrative assistant who became a director
of a program.
"Some departments are larger than others, which pro-
vide more opportunities for advancement. It all depends
on one's goals, education experience and the availability
of open positions," Young said ofpromotions.
She ended by reminiscing about the positions she has
held at SU in HumanResources, University Sports - now
called University Athletics - and her current position in
Student Development.
The photographic display will be shownall week in
the OMSA office, student center 322.
The presentation lasted about an hour, which was no
reflection of the over 80 hours of interviews on tape and
hundreds of pages of transcripts that Janet is currently
sifting through to record the history.
Though currently swamped with many other projects
Janet replied, "Right now I'm sorting through tran-
scripts," and she hopes to have the record available by
spring.
Freshman pre-major, Cheryl Levy, can'twait. "I think
it's a really great idea. With Seattle U's commitment
to social justice and equality, it seems like a natural
step."
The history is intended to be an institutional history,
with contributors coming from all backgrounds, includ-
ing deans, librarians, vice presidents, professors and the
first African-American woman elected to the Washington
State Legislature.
As Janet pointed out in a recent article in Seattle
University Magazine, "Oral history allows for, not egre-
gious lapses, but a littlebit ofsoftness. You're hearing a
person's history based on theirmemory, and all memory
is subjective andnuanced. It gives a richness and texture that you may
not get in an official history."
Janet, who has been at Seattle University since May 2000, first came
up with the idea for an oral history ofwomen during a conversation
with history professor Theresa Earenfight.
The presentation, chronicling the significant contributions ofwomen
at Seattle University, acted as a perfect kick off for Women's History
month, running from Mar. Ito Mar. 31, by providing a personalized
touch. The project is only thebeginning ofevents related to this theme
that will be occurring all month on campus.
Be sure to check out the finished product this spring to make sure
the history ofwomen is not forgotten, but continues to remain in the
minds ofothers.
First Annual Ethics Debate
John Tri Tran
Guest Writer
Seattle University's Beta Alpha Psi - Delta Eta Chapter
kicked off its First Annual Ethics Debate Competition with
a dynamic presentation, intense debating and good times.
The school wide competition attracted students of all
fields, from business to engineering to liberal arts. After
submitting a two-page draft surrounding the issue, eight
teams - consisting of two students each - were selected to
participate in the competition.
The grand prize was an all expense paid trip to the na-
tional debate bowl next year.
In addition to the debating portion, each of the eight
teams submitted a polished written paper on theirposition
for cash prizes.
The case was about Johnson Controls, Inc., a manu-
facturer of automotive lead batteries, and their adoption
of the "fetalprotection'' policy in all its battery plants in
1982. The policy prohibited fertile women from working
any production job.
Johnson Controls claimed to be protecting the unborn
from lead poisoning, which can cause birth abnormalities.
However, the United Auto Workers defended the women,
claiming the policy is illegal sex discrimination, accord-
ing to the Pregnancy Discrimination Act. Each team was
expected to defend both sides.
Beforeany actual debating occurred, thekeynote speaker,
Patrick Kuhse, presented an unbelievable tale of his "de-
scent down the 'slippery slope' of unethical behavior."
Kuhse went from being a financial planner and stockbro-
ker to an international fugitive and federal inmate, and back
to where he is now - a professional speaker.
Kuhse's presentation highlighted how easy it can be to
justifyone's unethical actions into either a complex expla-
nation to make it seem ethical or something immaterial.
Some major concepts he presented were "Meeting the
ethical challenge of leadership," "The psychology of eth-
ics: why smart people can do such dumb things," "Doing
the right thing - how to balance your pocketbook with
your conscience" and "Defining and developing your own
personal code of ethics."
Following the presentation were the debates. A coin toss
determined which side of the issue the debaters would
defend. Each team then presented an opening statement, a
rebuttal and a closing statement upon which three judges
based the scores.
After three rounds of debating one side, then the other
and then one of the sides again, Shea Lincoln, psychology
pre-med major, and Shannon King, liberal studies
and criminal justice major, came out on top. John
Safarli, philosophy major, and Craig Lay, electrical
engineering major, earned second place.
Winners of the written report were Safarli and Lay,
with Ryan Bischoffand Suzie Markin, both account-
ing majors, in second place.
Judging the debates and reports included Seattle
University and University of Washington profes-
sors, as well as professionals from Boeing and
Starbucks.
Approximately 30 people attended the event,
whichwas under planning since Novemberby mem-
bers and pledges of BAP.
After months of planning and hard work, they
successfully put on Seattle University's First An-
nual Ethics Debate Competition, building a strong
foundationfor those to come.
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Congrats to students, faculty, staff
Molly Layman
Truman Scholarship finalist on the road to










ered through an e-
mail from the pro-
vost thatLucas Mclntyre, junioreconom-
ics major, is one of 209 finalists for the
Truman Scholarship of 2005. Mclntyre
is one of five finalists from Washington
that will compete for one oftwo regional
scholarships in Denver.
From a pool of over 600 college-se-
lected nominees, 70 to 75 are chosen at
the national level. The scholarship com-
mittee seeks to "find and recognize col-
lege juniors with exceptional leadership
potential who are committed to careers
in government, thenonprofit oradvocacy
sectors, education or elsewhere in the
public service."
Earlier this school year Mclntyre was
one of33 people in the country selected
to attend - with all expenses paid - the
prestigious Woodrow Wilson Junior
SummerInstitute atPrinceton University,
which was a seven-week programin pub-
lic policy and international affairs.
Lucas is a graduate of the honors pro-
gramand a Sullivan Scholar. He worked
eight months in India, helping to care for
the poor of Calcutta, and then in Kerala
in a non-profit micro-credit lending
organization that funds women's small
businesses.
According to the provost, Sue Seeker,
"He is recognized as among the nation's
top students with potential to be an in-
fluential policymaker domestically and
internationally."
The Truman Scholarship is meant to
give scholars the financial support - to
the tune of about $30,000 per award
- they need for graduate study and lead-
ership training so they can continue to
make a difference through their public
service.
In a recent interview, Mclntyre took
a moment to explain what has led up to
where he is today.
Why did you decide to come to Se-
attle University?
I knew I wanted to stay close to home
and I was really attracted to their empha-
sis on justice and integrating religion. I
also wanted to go to a private school with
smaller class sizes.
How did the Honors Program help
in what you're doing now?
Honors has oral finals, so by the time I
finished I had had six ofthem, so it's great
preparation for interviews. It also helped
with my analytical thinking skills.
Have you always wanted to major
in economics? If not, what made you
change your mind?
"No, I justdeclared last quarter. I was
in the honors program, which is focused
mostly in the humanities. I initially had
no clue for the longest time. I didn't know
for a couple of years. I had originally
declared as a public affairs major. Also,
when I read about the graduate programs
I was interested in, they prefer students
with economics degrees."
How do you think an economics
degree will better prepare you for the
future?
"I hope it will give me a quantitative
background and by having an under-
standing of macro and micro issues,
I can better address policy decisions.
It's more foundational, and then I'll get
specific with international development
in graduate school.
Where are you thinking of going to
graduate school?
Princeton or Georgetown. I'm not
going to go for four years because they
prefer students to have a field background
since it helps enrich the programs. I
wanted to work for a while doing in-
ternational development, but stay in the
states for a few years and then get placed
internationally.
How did you become involved with
the Micro-financing group?
"I have a friend named Ryan who
knows people in the Grameen founda-
tion USA and they put me in touch with
a number oforganizations abroad."
What activities have you been in-
volved with on and offcampus?
I was involved with AIDS care teams
for three years, Habitat for Humanity
and I was an orientation advisor in the
past, but I haven't been able to do much
this quarter. I went to Mexico and I took
last year off to take six months in India
working. I worked with the Missionar-
ies ofCharity doing hands on, and I also
worked with a Micro-credit institution...
It's left an indelible mark on me. I'm still
transitioning... I'm also involved with
Calcutta Club.
Where would you most like to work
abroad?
I don'tknow at themoment. I have lots
of interests in Asia.
Lucas Mclntyre
Promotions, tenure granted
Granted Tenure and Promotion toAssociate
Professor:
Professor Kay E. Beisse
Department of Counselingand School Psychology,
College of Education
Professor Gareth P. Green
Department of Economics and Finance, Albers
School
Professor Patricia L. Tucker
Environmental Studies Program, College of Arts
and Sciences
Reverend Thomas R. Murphy, SJ
Department of History, College of Arts and Sci-
ences
Professor Marie R. Wong
Institute ofPublic Service, College ofArts and Sci-
ences
Granted Tenure:
Professor Carmen G. Gonzalez
Professor Catherine A. O'Neill
Professor Gregory M. Silverman
School ofLaw
Granted Promotion to Full Professor:
Professor Gary L. Atkins
Department ofCommunication, College ofArts and
Sciences
Professor Peter A. Brous
Department of Economics and Finance, Albers
School
Professor Michael O. O'Connor
Department of Counseling and School Psychology,
College of Education
Professor Jot K. Yau
Department of Economics and Finance, Albers
School





Granted status ofProfessor Emeritus and
Emerita:
Professor Percy H. Chien
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineer-
ing, College of Science and Engineering, 30 years
at SU
Professor James B. Hogan
Institute ofPublic Service, College ofArts and Sci-
ences, 30 years at SU
Professor Maureen B. Niland
College of Nursing, 19 years at SU
Reverend Lammert Otten, SJ
Department ofElectrical and ComputerEngineering,
College of Science and Engineering, 21 years at SU
Sister Kathleen A. Sullivan, RSCJ
Department ofMathematics, College ofScience and
Engineering, 18 years at SU
Dissertations earn grad students grants
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
Two SU graduate students of the Col-
lege ofEducation have been awarded the
opportunity to go to the David L. Clark
National Graduate Research Seminar in
April.
Colleen Ponto and John Donato,
students in the Educational Leadership
program, competed against 78 othernom-
inees from the United States and Canada
for the opportunity to attend. They will
be presenting their dissertation research











"I have a passion for creating joy for
kids; that is what I believe my work is. I
have a son who is 14, who is my example
ofsomeone who ishigh achievingbut not
engaged in school," saidPonto. "The idea
that ifwe create engaging environments,
then children will thrive and meet their
full potential."
While Ponto is passionate about educa-
tion now, it was not her first choice as a
career. She received her B.S. inForestry
from the University of Washington. She
then was a pulp and paper engineer in
Everett, but when that job ended Ponto
decided to go back to school.
Pontoattended AntiochWhole Systems
Design MasterProgram and learned how
lead change andbecame an organization
consultant.
"My purpose in life became clear to me
in March 2001, to help redesign public
education. I knew I needed a doctorate
to do it. I called my advisor from the
Antioch program and she recommended
Seattle University's College of Educa-
tion," explained Ponto.
Ponto got a pleasant surprise after she
found out she missed the deadlineto ap-
ply for theposition.
"John Gardiner called me over his
spring break, and told me that I could
still apply. I will never forget theresponse
and the care that I got from the faculty,"
commentedPonto.
Ponto had never heard of the competi-
tion until her dissertation chair, Robert
Pena, had invited her to enter. She looks
forwardto having the opportunityto meet
with others in her field.
"For me [the seminar] means an op-
portunity that I may have never had to
engage in the field ofresearch education,
and engage with colleagues from around
nation thatI can learn from. It opensdoors
that would have never been opened,"
said Ponto.
While Ponto knows her ultimate goal
is to change the school system, she is still
unsure how she will go about doing so.
"Iknow that we need to create a learn-
ing environment that serves all children.
Not just a one-size-fits-all education. 1
don't know exactly what I'll do when
I graduate this summer, but I know it










come to Seattle University to be a part
of the doctoral program.
"It did become tiring but Ireceived the
Jesuit hospitality and got to know some
of my classmates," Donato commented.
"It has been kind of fun getting to get
away from whereI live and work, and to
see Seattle."
Although the commute is sometimes
difficult, Donato believes the faith-based
education that Seattle University pro-















"I wanted a doctoralprogram that had the oppor-
tunity to bring value into the discussion, especially
faith and values," he said, while explaining why he
chose SU over Portland State University.
Donato wrote his dissertationabout the ongoing
priestly formation, which focuses on what happens
to priests after they are ordained.
"Formationreally conjures up that idea that more
than ongoing education is the holistic approach of
how we [as priests] integrate our whole human
personality and spirituality," he explained.
One area of priestly formation includes how a
priest is supposed to continue to grow as a priest
after becoming the sole leader ofa church.
Because this is an innovative topic, there were not
many written resources for Donato to utilize.
"One ofthe concerns I had that there was so little
written on the experience of what is supposed to
happen to a priest after he has been ordained. How
does he keep growing andbecoming the best priest
he can be? Since I am also a priest it fit into where
I needed to growand to discover how can I be the
best priest I can be," he said.
The lack ofresources did not discourage Donato.
He not only used vast church documents in his re-
search, but also looked at what other people were
saying about the church.
Donato is excited to have been chosen to go to
the seminar and proud that people outside of the
church are responding to the problem presented in
his dissertation.
"I always thought the topic was important and
I submitted it because I wonder if other people,
especially since we have a secular society and
does anybody really care what is happening in the
church. We know that some people do that are in-
volved the church. But outside the church, can we
do a serious study that wouldbe equivalent to others
who are doing theirresearch as well," he stated.
The conference is going to be held in Montreal,
Canada, and Donato is not only honoredto have the
opportunity to go to the conference but he is also
excited about being able to visit the Holy Cross
church because he is a Holy Cross priest.
"I'm really excited, I've never been to anything
quite like this. It is a rare opportunity to bring a
number of doctoral students who are right in the
middle of theirresearch together with these experts
who have been doing theresearch we've been read-
ing about and work very closely for two days," said
Donato.
While Donato is just as unsure of his future as
Ponto, he does know that he would like teach,
especially in the area ofadministration.
"I could teach in a couple differentareas. Onearea
that I am concerned about would be how to bring
this moral decision-making, this ethical dimension
into the profession. I could team teach some course
in the business school or the school ofeducationfor
those that are in management positions to look at
someof these questions...The one that particularly
needs development is continuing education for
priests andhow to do that and what that means. So
based on theresults andsome of the stories that I get
a chance to uncover and represent in the dissertation
might give me some insight," he stated.
One-to-Five! campaign ends
Pictured above, Seattle University's presi-
dent, Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ, shakes
hands with Seattle Pacific University's stu-
dent president, Mike Kitson.
Pictured to the left, freshman communica-
tion major Evan Rydinski (left) and sopho-
more general science major Zach Foster
(right), both members of the SU swim team,
wear theirswimming attire plus face paint as
they take part in the half-time presentation.
The three week One-to-Five! Tsunami
Relief Campaign ended on March 5
with a presentation during the SU vs.
SPU men's basketball half-time. A
red and white paper chain provided
a visual representation of the more
than $4,500 that was raised through-
out the duration of the campaign.
Over half of the total amount raised
for tsunami relief was through meal
plan donations.





Most can recall some story of
schools not having enough books for
their students, or ceiling tiles falling
on top of students' heads, bathrooms
that need major repairs, school gyms
with leaking roofs, valuableprograms
being cut due to lack of funding, the
list goes on.
What often makes the differenceare
collaborations between community
and schools. It may be based around
raising teacher's salaries, lobbying
for money to renovate old buildings
or reinstating art and music.
Seattle University students and staff
have joined that long history of col-
laboration many times with tutoring
programs, summer science programs
for middle school girls, conferences on
race and gender that includeparenting
challenges and many other creative
and worthwhile projects.
Recently, a group of SU students
and staff began a collaborative proj-
ect with Evergreen High School to
help foster a love ofreading in youth,
while at the same timeraising cultural
awareness amongst all the students.
The demographics in the White
Center and northBurien neighborhood
have changed dramatically over the
past 10 years, making EHS one of the
most diverse schools in theregion.
The diversity book drive is an at-
tempt to make the EHS library's book
collectioin reflect the diversity of its
students.
The Mana O' Polynesia Club has
spearheaded this effort. Joseph Seia,
the main organizer of MANA, is a
graduate of EHS.
"This kind of collaboration with
Seattle University will do more than
add books to our library; it will show
our students that there are those out
in the community who care enough
to get involved," said Gail Barnum,
EHS principal.
Joanne Glasgow, the school librar-
ian, revealed data showing that most
of the books that focus on different
careers and academic topics were
outdated.
"I would like our school to be able
to provide all of our students with
the resources they need to help them
achieve and that is why thesekinds of
efforts are so important and very much
needed," said Glasgow.
Glasgow visited Seattle University
last week with one ofher students and
was available to promote the book
driveand answer any questions.
More importantly, she saw this as
an opportunity to connect her school
with SU.
"These connections are what will
ensure that we 'leave no child be-
hind,'" she said.
Glasgow will be organizing the stu-
dents ofEHS to carry on this campaign
internally after SU students conclude
theirbook drive on Mar. 18.
Seattle University's mission state-
ment talks about justice and leader-
ship. This project is example of how
the students ofMANA and all those
responding to the call for donations
are bringing those words to life.
The dialogue will continue between
Evergreen High School and Seattle
University long after the campaign
has ended.
The Book Drive for Diversity has a
goal ofcollecting 100 books by Mar.
18. MANA will becollecting donations
in the Campus Ministry office. For
more information contact Esperanza
Borboa at borboae@seattleu.edu.
New academic programs approved
Adrienne Hawley
Guest Writer
The next school year will bring with
it new majors and masters programs
offered at Seattle University.
Two weeks ago, the Board ofTrust-
ees approved a handful of new pro-
grams, inlcuding one that is the only
program of its kind in the country.
Seattle University has come together
with OrganizationalSystems Renewal
Northwest to provide a Master of
Arts in Organizational Design and
Renewal.
Students in the program will leam
how to become leaders, advocate
change and develop consultation
skills.
"This is a program that has national
recognition because it brings all these
together," said MichaelBisesi, profes-
sor and directorof the Executive Mas-
ter ofNonprofit Leadership Program.
Another program recently approved
is a joint degree in law and account-
ing.
"The primary difference is because
it is a joint program, accounting and
law, there is some synergy," said Su-
san Weihrich, chair of the Accounting
Department.
Starting this summer, both account-
ing and law faculty will be teaching
the courses. People who graduate
from this program will have a bet-
ter understanding of law if they go
into accounting, and vice versa, said
Weihrich.
The Board ofTrustees has also ap-
proved a Bachelors ofArts in Cultural
Anthropology. Seattle University orig-
inally only offered a minor in cultural
anthropology, but a demand for further
study in the field has increased.
"Each year I have more students
asking for more classes," said Ted N.
Fortier, assistant professor of anthro-
pology.
"Cultural Studies are really the base
of a good education," he added.
The School of Theology and Min-
istry has added a Master of Arts in
Pastoral Counseling - something the
school has wanted to do since 1996.
"Now seems to be the right time,"
said Mark Lloyd Taylor, associate
dean for academic programs and
student life.
This degreewill prepare students for
a "helping profession that combines
clinical psychology with spiritual
and theological perspectives as a way
of helping people to deal with minor
or major trauma in their lives," said
Taylor.
"This degree prepares students
with the academic foundations to
seek Washington State mental health
licensure and or certification by the
American Association of Pastoral
Councilors," he added.
DISSERTATIONS,, continuedfrom page 6
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Tale of two clubs: Gay-Straight Alliance and
Triangle Club address GLBT issues!
Canda Harbaugh
News Editor
Last fall, Coming Out Week hit
Seattle University with a schedule full of
events to educate straight and gay individu-
als about GLBT issues. Some SU com-
munity members might have been a little
confused, however, as to who put on each
of the events.
The Triangle Club and the newly
formed Gay-Straight Alliance each deal
with GLBT issues, and to the outsider, ap-
pear to be two clubs with one agenda.
While that can be debated, officers
and members of each club explain for
themselves what they believe their club's
mission, agenda and future goals are.
Gay-Straight Alliance
Don't be fooled by its name, Seattle
University's Gay-StraightAlliance goes be-
yond the typical high school organization.
"SU's GSA is not what people are
used to in high school," Michael Mage,
sophomore communication major, said.
"We're really looking at how we address
GLBT issues in the context of a college
environment."
"This environment is seemingly more
open and accepting than your average high
school, so I think that gives us a little more
room to wiggle in terms ofdoing more pro-
active campaigns, in terms of awareness
and community building," Mage added.
Mage, co-director of GSA, founded
the club last spring. One of the obstacles
he faced was coming up with a name that
would best illustrate what the club is about.
"We really struggled with a name in
terms of, does 'gay-straight' omit bisexual,
transgendered and questioning people? We
put a hyphen in between gay and straight
to represent a continuum - gay on one side,
straight on the other - and everything else
in between that surrounds the queer com-
munity."
Gay-StraightAlliance was also
chosen as the club's name for its "straight"
component.
GSA member Nick McCarvel,
freshman journalism major,
discusses with Christina Hig-
gins, freshman journalism
major, the club's opposition
to the SJRB2IO bill, which
attempts to raise a constitu-
tional amendment defining
marriage between a man and
a woman.
"GSA has a straight component in [its
name] for a purpose. The goal ofGSA is
to change hearts and minds so that maybe
some people start out being homophobic,
but at the end of the year they have seen the
errors of their ways. We want GSA to be a
venue where anyone in any comfort zone
can enter," Mage said.
According to its mission statement,
the GSA's main goal is to "actively bridge
GLBTpersons and their straight allies to-
gether by serving as a constructive medium
which encourages the campus community
to explore their relationship with human-
ity."
"GSA really aims toward creating
a connection between the gay community
and the straight community," Nick McCa-
rvel, freshman journalism major and head
ofGSA's education committee, said.
Officers and members of GSA aim to
achieve this connection through education,
awareness and community - each area with
its respective committee.
"Community is kind of the social, fun
things we do like movie night. These are
things to build community," Mage said of
the community committee.
The various community events,
activities and meetings increase person-
to-person interaction and, according to the
GSA mission statement, this is vital in es-
tablishing an open, accepting and inclusive
environment on campus.
The education committee, according
to Mage, addresses more tangible issues
about the GLBT community like "How do
we explain what being gay is, what being
bisexual is, what being transgendered is?"
"Education is a big thing - whether
it's AIDS, whether it's activism or anything
like that," McCarvel added. "We want the
entire community to understand what is go-
ing on so that we can create a positive force
behind what [the gay] community is going
through."
Explaining GSA's third committee,
Mage said, "The area of awareness is more
pro-active, for solidarity and action - like
going down and protesting the federal mar-
riage amendment."
In fact, this week GSA members
setup a table in the Student Center to pro-
mote their Letter-Writing Campaign. GSA
is encouraging everyone to write to their
legislators protesting Bill SJRB2IO and
promoting Bill H81515.
The former would enact a Washing-
ton state constitutional amendment that
would not only restrict the definition of
marriage between a man and a woman, but
would also completely ban domestic part-
nerships between same-sex couples.
GSA members are instead promoting
Bill H81515, which would include sexual
orientation in Washington state's non-dis-
crimination policy.
GSA is also keeping busy plan-
ning for their next "Sex in the Lobby."
GSA hosted "Sex in the Lobby" in Xavier
about a month ago, where over 50 students
enjoyed chocolate fondue and a dialogue
about sex. GSA will be heading up "Sex in
theLobby" in Bellarmine and the Murphy
apartments next quarter.
'"Sex in the Lobby' is a fun event,
it's an educational event, and it's a chance
for everybody to let loose a little, have
fun, be open - but at the same time, really
learn a lot about each other," McCarvel
explained.
GSA is looking into several more
events to put on in the future.
"We supported the Gay and Lesbian
Film Festival this fall. We're trying to
integrate ourselves with some programs out
in the city and become a part of the greater
community," McCarvel said.
Although members agree that GSA
has had some success as a club, there are
still some obstacles to overcome, such as
getting a more diverse membership.
"I'm not going to lie, our group is
almost completely liberal, but we want a
Republican person, a conservative person
who is socially liberal or interested in
GLBT issues, to feel comfortable when
they walk through those doors because we
really want to change hearts and minds,"
Mage said.
GSA members are proud of the
events, awareness and progress they have
made in GSA's first year on campus.
"We are still establishing our tradi-
tion in terms of what we do," Mage said.
"We've only been around a year so we're
doing pretty well."
Triangle Club
About 10 years ago, to the disapprov-
al of some donation-giving alumni, Seattle
University allowed its first and only queer
club to organize.
Its name: Triangle Club.
"The university kept its word and
maintained the club," Joey Angel, senior
theology and pre-med major, said referring
to Triangle Club's first years on campus.
"Even so, at the very beginning, it was
somewhat of an underground club because
there were a lot ofproblems."
Angel, director of Triangle Club
for the second year now, explained that
Triangle Club's mission is mainly focused
on the empowerment and education of
GLBTQ people.
"Queer people have to empower
themselves, educate themselves, and make
themselves a strong being before they can
'bridge the gap' with heterosexual people,"
explained Angel.
Angel believes that GLBTQ individ-
uals need to learn more about queer history
and themselves, and that is what Triangle
Club is in place for. What is said at meet-
ings, as well as the identities ofpeople at-
tending, is kept strictly confidential, which
encourages healthy and open dialogue.
Angel warned that justbecause the
club focuses on "the empowerment of
queer individuals," it does not mean that
straight people are excluded from the club.
"Triangle Club has always been
inclusive to all people," Angel asserted.
"Obviously, we are not going to start a club
that says 'this group ofpeople is not al-
lowed to be in our club' because that's what
we experience everyday in life."
Angel has been a member of the club
since he was a freshman. He has witnessed
and helped the club transform, custom
fitting the club to the needs of its members
every year, while holding on to some of the
same traditions.
"[Triangle Club] molds to whoever
the leadership is," Angel explained. How-
ever, "it's always been about activism and
education."
The setup of Triangle Club, in terms
ofcommittees and officers, changes year
by year, depending on the people partici-
pating and how much responsibility they
can take.
Some of Triangle Club's annual
events include the Sexuality Retreat, which
was dubbed the Colors Retreat this year,
Coming Out Week and GenderAwareness
Week.
The Colors Retreat, a weekendretreat
for GLBTQ individuals, ran for the third
year this year. During theretreat, queer
students and faculty shared their experi-
ences with each other, while talking about
their spirituality.
"The Colors Retreat was really good
for me," Crystal Burns, sophomore human-
ities major and Triangle Club member, ex-
plained. "The confidentiality statement was
good because it meant that people could
go as deep as they wanted to in discussions
and see that there were other people who
had issues to work through too."
Ryan Crawford, head of the social
committee and freshman creative writing
major, agreed.
"Some people who are still deal-
ing with the coming-out process are just
floored by how much the Colors Retreat
helped them to deal with relationships with
their family, and just decide ifit is worth
living a life that isn't meant for thatperson
or to be one's true self," Crawford said.
Gender Awareness Week will take
place next quarter. "It is an event that dis-
cusses ideas of queer theory, gender theory,
sexuality, sex, gender and those kinds of
issues that are identified in the queer move-
ment but don't usually get addressed,"
Angel explained.
Besides promoting educational
events, Triangle Club members also
participate in social, community building
activities such as attending gay bingo, the
Gay and Lesbian Film Festival and hosting
"Big Gay Al's Movie Night" every other
Thursday.
Some of Triangle Club's goals are to
make some changes at SU.
"We're trying to motivate change at
the university [by] getting a queer studies
class and trying to get equal benefits for
queerpeople that work here," Angel said.
Summing up what he believes the
Triangle Club is about, Angel said: "I think
we're a serious club about education and
empowerment and anyone who wants to
be part of that are welcome to come. We're
involved in a social justice movement. The
goal is not so much to be social and make
best friends - although that is part of our
community building - but Triangle Club is
the really the next step after that."
Photo by Joey Anchondo
Photo by William Hurd
Sasha Maxim, freshman the-
ology major, goes over her




Allies: people that are supportive of
sexual minorities, but are not themselves a
sexual minority.
GLBTQ: a widely used acronym re-
ferring to gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, transgen-
deredand questioning people.
Queer: originally a derogatory term
referring to homosexuals, now being re-
claimed by gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, trans-
gendered and questioning people as a word
to encompass all sexual minorities.
Questioning: a person who is explor-
ing his or her sexuality or ideas surround-
ing sexuality, without assigning labels.
Transgendered: people whose gender
identification is different from theirbio-
logical sex.
-v Source: Triangle ClubBrochure.
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Special Interview: Behind the creative mind of
the Academic Salons advertising designer
Molly Layman
StaffWriter
After a full day at school, the last thing many stu-
dents want to do is hear another lecture. Often, however,
the end of the school day does not mark the end of the
intellectual life.
As Mara Adelman, director ofAcademic Day and the
Salons points out on the Salon website, there is an intel-
lectual life out there that is "informal, voluntary, outside-
the-classroom that happens when people gather and discuss
significant interests."
The format of the salons has sought to organize these
informal groupings to create a bridge between learning and
leisure through a combinationof small group discussions,
formal debates, film viewing and discussions, book read-
ings, panels and guest speakers.
This year's focus of"Consumption and Poverty" has
organized sites where "varying perspectives on consump-
tion and poverty can be debated and explored." This year's
salons have included discussions on Capitalism, serving to
illustrate both the exploitative side, as well as the benefits
that come with economic growth.
By presenting both views, students are then pre-
sented with the challenge to "reconcile these disparate
pro-market perspectives" in the face of poverty.
Since poverty and consumption are pervading is-
sues, many fields of study are affected, thereby allowing
students from all schools to bring in their knowledge and
perspectives to create a lively discussion. This variety of
perspectives is crucial in the success of the Salons.
But if people don't know about the salons or when
they are held, the Salon's mission to engage the intellec-
tual life ofSeattle University by "gathering] [to] discuss
significant interests" will fail.
This is where Paul Wittmann-Todd comes in. Witt-
mann-Todd is currently the web designer and graphic artist
for the advertising of the Academic Salons.
"He did the logo for the salon theme, Consumption
and Poverty working with space as a metaphor for fullness
and emptiness,"Adelman said.
In addition to the logo, you may have seen one ofhis
many flyers around campus advertising various discussions
and forums being offeredby the Academic Salons.
"Paul has an amazing sense ofvisual punning in the
field ofgraphics. He has given an upscale, sharp, creative
image to the salon posters often with a lot ofhumor. He
works hard to match an image with the salon topic and yet
to move beyond cliche images."
Wittmann-Todd is a juniorcreative writing major at
SU. Given his major and his involvement as studio man-
ager for the Fine Arts Building, a pursuit in graphic and
Web design might seem a little unexpected.
He has, however, often found a way to blend these
two interests by doing such things as public relations for
his guitar teacher and other activities. As he explains:
How does the designing of flyers coincide with
your major?
"I'm picking up a minor in it next quarter. It's a fall
back as something I can do. I don't know that I'm good
enough to make a career of it. It's more of a hobby. If I
ever do pursue graphic design, I'd have to do something to
support writing.".
How did you begin creating the flyers? Were you
selected or did you apply?
"I applied for it basically. Mara was advertising for it
last year and somebody in the administration was advertis-
ing it. I didn't know what it was, but I was looking for a
summer job. Mara hired two students Kim Irvin and me. I
do all the graphic design for the salons, both the flyers and
the website. I like both, but I was more interested in doing
the graphic design. The theme is good and I support what
they do." Craig Purfeerst
Was this your nrst experience with graphic design
for SU?
"I did the student handbook, when they still had it as
a print edition. They were advertising a position, so I ap-
plied. Susan-Oistad was the head of reprographics."
Did you pursue much graphic design when you
were a kid?
"A littlebit. My uncle taught me how to use it and I
did some work for his engineering firm. It was just a hobby
as a kid mainly I wrote more journalistic stuff. When I was
younger my friends and I wrote a satirical newspaper with
the stories all made up."
How do you come up with the images for the fly-
ers?
"For the flyers, usually album covers. I found a book
ofold album covers and mostly blue note posters. I also
use "Tin Tin" comic books, some old movie posters what-
ever is around and, generally, the topic of the salon."
What would be your dream job when you gradu-
ate?
"Be a fiction writer. I started out writing screenplays
in high school because I was obsessed with screen plays.
I'd like to write a novel, just to see if I could do it."
Paul Wittmann-Todd will also be doing design for
next year's Salons, "The Body: Site ofOppression and
Liberation." Check out the Salon for more information:
www.seattleu.edu/academicsalons.
Photo Montage by JoeyAnchondo
Paul Wittmann-Todd, junior creative writ-
ing major, is responsible for the adver-
tising of the Academic salons, creating
flyers such as these.
Traveling tips for a great and safe spring break
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
"It could never happen to me" is a
phrase often uttered among college students
in response to parent-like worries ofwhat
could go wrong during vacation. During
spring break, traveling to exotic loca-
tions minus the parents has been a college
tradition, however often the unglamorous
aspects ofbeing out alone are ignored.
While some students choose to fly,
many more will drive. It is important
while on a road to not travelby yourself,
especially ifplanning on spanning long
distances. Driving while drowsy can be
worse than drunk driving. According to the
National Sleep Foundation, nearly two out
of 10 drivers say they have fallen asleep at
the wheel.
Some signs to look for ifyou feel
you are going to fall asleep are difficulties
focusing, blinking repeatedly or heavy eye-
lids. Ifyou find yourself tailgating, drifting
in and out of your lane or forgetting where
you are, it is time to pull over. According to
the NSF at least 59 percent of drivers admit
to these symptoms yet continue to drive.
Confrontations on the road can be
frustrating and dangerous. Everyone has
dealt with slow or erratic drivers on the
road, and although frustration is excusable,
road rage is not. Honking at the drivers
around you, rude hand gestures and yelling
will not get you anywhere fast, and what it
could do is put you and your passengers in
a lot ofdanger.
The road can also be a dangerous
place for scams. Be wary of those who
try and get you to pull over because ofa
broken headlight or for help. Cars with
out-of-state plates are easy targets during
this time of the year some even fake fender
benders to get you to pull over. When it is
necessary to pull over, pick a busy, well-lit
place, where it will be less advantageous
for someone to do anything to you.
If traveling by air make sure to
keep the terrorist jokes to a minimum. As
minuscule as it may seem, even making a
joke about bombs or terrorism can get you
searched.
Make sure you are aware ofwhat you
can and cannot bring on the airplane with
you, it will save you and those waiting a
lot of time. Be aware thatanyone standing
near you or sitting next to you on the plane
can be an undercover police officer. Under-
cover police with special training in hijack
prevention now are quite common on most
domestic and internationalflights.
Knives and other cutting instruments
such as scissors are not allowed on the
plane—that can travel in your suitcase.
Cigarette lighters and matches are allowed
on the plane, but cannot be stored away
in your suitcase. Ski poles, golfclubs and
other athletic equipment must be checked
as well.
Something to keep in mind is that
wrapped gifts cannot be packed or carry-
on. If you are bringing a present home to
someone, make sure not to wrap it until
after you get through security, or they will
open it for you.
E-tickets are becoming the preferred
way to check in. It is a quick way to get
through those long lines at the ticket coun-
ter. Make sure to have your ID and your
contact information ready if you are travel-
ing internationally.
Spring break is almost here, and it
is time to relax and get out of your winter
quarter slump. It's that timeof the year
when you do not have to wear 5 layers
every time you leave the house, so go out
and play!
Photo by Joey Anchondo
The coast on Washington's Olympic Peninsula near the Hoh
Rainforest.
Photo by JoeyAnctiondo
Hiking in the Cascades.
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Hosting two of the best teams in the con-
ference, the men's basketball team finished
the season unable to spoil their opponents'
celebrations.
Both Western Washington (13-5, 21-6)
and Seattle Pacific (12-6, 20-8) had already
qualified for the playoffs and played the
Redhawks as an opporunity to prepare for
post season play.
In Thursday's 105-91 loss, SU started
the game with shooting troubles, mustering
unproductive, out-of-sync shots. They hit
11-of-36 attempts* while Western capital-
ized on this scoring shortage. The Vikings
out-scored them 54-30, with four players
already in double figures by intermission.
Western's speed up and down the court and
its ferocity in the lanes were too much for
the Redhawks.
"It was a horse's game and they won," head
coach Joe Callero said after the game. "I think
the differencing factor was their shooting in
the first half was spectacular and we were
very cold. We lost some energy we they made
great shots - tough shots."
After the break, Seals turned things around,
however, taking control of the game by hit-
ting multiple three-pointers. The team then
responded and displayed a defense grittier
than sandpaper.
The Redhawks' pressure forced several
Viking turnovers, and junior forward Jeff
McDanielprovided a post presence by fool-
ing the defense with pump fakes and quick
turnaround lay-ins.
Seals finished the game with a game high
39 points, sinking nine three-pointers, and
McDaniel followed him up with 13.
"[McDaniel] shoots a high percentage
from the post, I don't think we get him the
ball enough down
there. But, it was
a big help getting
[McDaniel] scor-
ing," Seals said.
"I think we all
started to play
harder. Everybody
stepped it up, ev-
erybody in here
didn'twant to loose
this game and if
we did we didn't





played with a leath-
er-like toughness






half like we had
the majority of the
second half of the
year," Callero said.-
"We were aggres-





istic of the Red-
hawks' game this
season but that is exactly
what the men missed in their
season-ending loss to SPU
on Saturday, Mar. 5.
The Falcon's limitedSU to
just 34 points in the second
half in front of a sell-out
crowd 0f997. JasonChiver's
dominated the game, earn-
ing a double-double with a
game high 24 points and 15
rebounds.
Bernard Seals led the Red-
hawks in scoring for the
eighth consecutive game,
en route to earning his All-
Conference Second Team
Award and finishing the
season as the overall second
best scorer, averaging 19.6
points per game.
McDaniel led the team in
rebounding with 12 boards,
and posted his eight double-
double of the season.
In his final game as a Red-
hawk, senior guard Bim Ma-
kinde played better against
SPU than he did a few nights
earlier facing the Vikings.
Makinde put up 11 points,
two steals and four rebounds
on Saturday.
Seniorguard AndyBloom
and senior forward Kyle
Vessey also started theirfinal
games with SU.
The Redhawks finished in
eighth place out of eleven,
moving up one spot from last
year's ninth place finish.
Photo by JoeyAnchondo
Junior Guard Bernard Seals goes up for a short
jump shot inside the lane against SPU.
Photo by Joey Anchondo
Sophomore guard Ryan Webb shoots a fade-away
jumper over Western Washington players.
GNAC
Men's notes
• Overall, Bernard Seals finished second in the league in scoring average 19.6
points per game. He scored a total of 490 points, shooting.425 percent.
• JeffMcDaniel led the team in rebounding, averaging 7.6 a game. McDaniel was
therunner-up across the line. He finished second, behind Seals in points (13.6)
and steals (27), Ryan Webb in assists (56), and Scott Rainy in blocks(18).
Women's notes
• The women finised the season with a modest 8-6 home record but never won a
road game (0-11).
•Keep an eye freshmen forward Laina Sobczak next year. She finished second in




Men's Standings CONFERENCE OVERALL
W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L10
Western Washington 13-5 .722 - 21-6 .778 8-2
Alaska Fairbanks 13-5 .722 - 19-8 .704 8-2
Seattle Pacific 12-6 .667 1 20-8 .714 6-4
Northwest Nazarene 11-7 .611 2 17-10 .630 9-1
Western Oregon 10-8 .556 3 16-11 .593 5-5
Humboldt State 8-10 .444 5 16-11 .593 4-6
Central Washington 7-11 .389 6 11-16 .407 3-7
Seattle U. 6-12 .333 7 11-16 .407 4-6
Alaska Anchorage 5-13 .278 8 11-16 .407 3-7
Saint Martin's 5-13 .278 8 8-19 .296 0-10
Men's Individual Leaders
Scoring C1 G FG 3FG FT Pts Avg/G
Brad Oleson - UAF Sr 18 155 62 104 476 26 4
Ryan Diggs - WWU Jr 16 110 19 106 345 21 6
Bernard Seals - SU Sr 18 135 59 57 386 21.4
Niko Nunogawa - SMC Jr 17 125 5 61 316 18.1
Rebounding [~ci | g off | def tot Avg/G
Kevin Johnson - HSU So 18 63 132 195 108
JasonChiveis - SPU Jr 18 56 135 191 10.6
Kyle Boast - CWU Sr 18 51 120 171 9 5
Mesut Ademoglu - NNU Jr 18 47 115 162 9.0
Tyler Amaya - WWU Jr 18 29 128 157 8.7
Assists C1 G Assisls Aw&G
JabbarGray - SMC Sr 17 95 5.59
Luke Cooper - UAA Fr 18 99 5.50
Ryan Webb - SU So 16 73 4.56
Jeremiah Ward - HSU So 18 78 4.33
Tony Binetli - SPU Jr 18 77 4 28
Women's Standings CONFERENCE OVERALL
W-L Pet GB W-L Pet L10
Seattle Pacific 17-1 .944 - 25-2 .926 9-1
Western Washington 15-3 .833 1 23-4 .852 8-2
Saint Martin's 15-3 .833 1 21-6 .778 8-2
Central Washington 10-8 .556 7 17-10 .630 6-4
Alaska Fairbanks 9-9 .500 8 13-14 .481 5-5
Humboldt State 9-9 .500 8 12-15 .444 7-3
Northwest Nazarene 5-13 .278 12 9-18 .333 2-8
Alaska Anchorage 4-14 .222 13 9-18 .333 2-8
Seattle U. 4-14 .222 13 9-18 .333 1-9
Western Oregon 2-16 .111 15 5-22 .185 1-9
Women's Individual Leaders
Scoring G' G FG ft pts Avg/G
Cody Burgess - UAF Sr 18 120 8 140 388 21.6
Adrienne Talaak - UAF Sr 16 105 41 68 319 19.9
Martina Kartikova - SMC Sr 18 120 17 54 311 17.3
Nicole Lynch - HSU Jr 18 120 0 59 299 16.6
Beth Layton - SMC Jr 18 95 44 52 286 15.9
14. Kristen Connolly-SU Sr 16 77 22 22 198 12.4
Rebounding ci g off def tot Avg/G
Carli Smith - SPU Jr 18 74 119 193 10.7
Jenna Washington - HSU Jr 18 28 136 164 9.1
ShannonTalbott - WOU Sr 18 35 124 159 8.8
MartinaKartikova - SMC Sr 18 46 HI 157 8.7
Jodi Gerald - WWU Sr 18 44 113 157 8.7
12. Laina Sobczak Fr 17 40 58 98 5.8
Assists Cl G Assists Avg/G
Dcnisha McCoy - HSU Sr 18 87 4.83
MichelleLaski - WOU Jr 18 80 4.44
Valerie Hartman - UAF Jr 18 11 4.28
Christa Wilson - UAA Jr 17 70 4.12
Beth Layton - SMC Jr 18 69 3 83
11. Thersia Busch Sr 16 45 2.81







Chances are good that three-time
Ail-American junior Jesse Shelton will
be listening to Less Than Jake while
he awaits his events at the Division II
National Championships taking place
this weekend in Orlando, Fla.
After spending 30 minutes in the
warm up pool, All-American junior
Corigan Bemis will be concentrating
on his next race.
Erin Matthew, a four-time All-Ameri-
can sophomore, may be taking a break
from cheering on her teammates to "sit
down behind theblocks andzone out for
a few minutes," before she competes in the
100 meter and 200 meter breaststroke.
Three-timeAll-American senior, Merceda
Rivera, may be stretching her hamstrings,
visualizing her individual contribution to the
200 freestyle relay.
Besides these pre-swim traditions, the 14
swimmers competing at the national cham-
pionships Mar. 9-12, will be adhering to a
rigid schedule, jumping into the pool daily
before competition begins at 9 a.m., compet-
ing until 12 p.m. and then coming back to
either compete or watch final races from 4
p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
"The days are split and they are long,"
Craig Mallery, head coach of the SU men's
and women's swimteams said while explain-
ing that the time in Orlando will be juggled
between swimming and studying.
"The timing of the meet is complicated,
of course we have no control over that, but
it's the week before finals so we're going
to Orlando with the intent of keeping that
healthy balance between classroom and
sport," Mallery said.
Long days are a smallprice to pay for the
opportunity to break into the top 10 in the na-
tion, a group Mallery doesn't hesitate to call
"an elite group in the swimming world."
He is happy with what he has seen in the
swim program during his eight years as head
coach. The programprovided the 2003 cham-
pionships one swimmer, 10 swimmers to last
year's championships and a record-breaking
14 this year.
The six male and eight female swimmers
credit their strong work ethics, good coaching
and lots of support from their teammates as
the motivation to reach nationals.
"We all push each other in workouts,"
Rivera said. "That kind of encouragement
combined with competition creates the suc-
cess that we ultimately achieve at the bigger
meets such as Conference and Nationals."
Shelton remembers watching the women's
team qualify for nationals and the insights he
gained from that experience.
"At conference, where I qualified, having
our entire team screaming and going crazy
helped the most," he said.
Although Bemis is adamant about not
making predictions when it comes to his own
swimming, he did say he knows the team will
have fun and swim well.
Matthew also feels that the addition of
more individual qualifiers will increase their
chances of obtaining better results.
"We have more people and are definitely
stronger, so it shouldn'tbe too difficult," she j
said. "I justwant theteam, in general, to have j
overall success and have the seniors end their I
careers with a bang."
Mallery is also preparing for an overall
successful outcome at Nationals.
■
"We would like to bring home as many
Ail-Americans as possible," he said before
one of the last practices held before the team
left for Orlando.
"I wouldn't rule out a top three finish and
ofcourse, a national championship would be
the coup de gra."
Photo by William Hurd
Coach Mallery jokes with his swimmers during practice. SU has 14





Seven homeruns highlighted this week-
end's season opening tournament, while
the Softball team notched a modest fourth
place.
Six of their seven blasts came on Saturday,
as the team rebounded from two losses the
previous day to beat Northwest Nazarene
4-2, Western Washington 6-2, and Grand
Canyon 4-3.
"I think therest ofthe season will show off
our hard work and natural talentandprove to
be successful," sophomore outfielder Lexie
Green said.
The Redhawks, currently ranked No. 26 in
the nation, won four ofeight games, alternat-
ing between hot and cold play.
On the first day, the Redhawks' only vic-
tory was their opening game shutout against
Western Oregon. The offense slumped,
however, against No. 8 Humboldt State and
Saint Martin's pitching, scattering five total
hits for both games.
On Sunday, the women finished the tourna-
ment with a pair of one-run losses, dropping
one to the host CWU and one to Montana
State-Billings.
While the team's inexperience may have
caused in theunearned runs that led to losses,
freshmen like Katie Rojano and Jane Purdy
proved they had earned their spots.
From the mound, freshman Katie Rojano
pitched her way to a .254 opponent batting
average, which ranks her No. 8 in the con-
ference.
Purdy, the backup catcher, hit .385 with a
homerun, four runs scored and three RBIs.
Lindsey Aucutt, a freshman utility player,
hit the decisive home run to seal the win
against Grand Canyon on Saturday.
Tuesday, the team'split a doubleheader
with Montana State-Billings, despite two
homeruns from Purdy.
"All we can do is get better and better,"
Green said. "The team has great chemis-
try."
Sluggish second half ends women's season
J. Jacob Edel
Sports Editor
Playing with the intensity of a
younger sibling going up against
the older, the women's basketball
team met conference rivals West-
ern Washington head-to-head and
shoulder-to-shoulderlast Saturday,
Mar. 5, only to loose their final
game of the season.
Despite the troublesome sea-
son, the women's basketball team
was honored on Tuesday when
the GNAC named SU freshman
forward Laina Sobczak Freshman
of the Year.
Midway through the first half,
the Redhawks found themselves
downby 16points. At whichpoint,
they began charging the loose ball,
setting the screen and tightly mark-
ing their opponents. Often crashing into them,
locking arms, and knocking them down.
For the first 10 minutes the women strug-
gled, scavenging for 10 points on 9-for-21
shooting, however, the Redhawks(6-12,10-
17) turned things around and went on a 22-6
run to end the half, 32-36.
The physical game ended withSU loosing
78-55, mainly because they never found the
same level of intensity in the second half.
"Here's the deal. Youplay against Western
you gotta play for 40 minutes," head coach
Dan Kriley said after the game. "And I knew
that in the second half, in those first three
minutes the storm was gonnacome."
After the break, Western (13-5, 21-8)
opened up with a 9-1 run in the first seven
minutes, licking the stamp and delivering SU
its last loss of the season. Senior guard Jodi
Gerald had a game high 26 points and three
Vikings ended the game in double figures.
WWU juniorcenter Courtney Clapp finished
with 13 points, five scored by exploiting the
lack ofa post presence SU has missed since








but we can't get
over that hump
and take charge
and be a team,"
GNAC fresh-






e were right with
them the first half
but they came out
and dictated the game."
Coach Kriley made sure every senior
played in their final game of the season and
started three senior forwards with two senior
guards. Senior forward Kristen Connolly
scored a team high 16points and senior for-
ward Thresia Busch added six. All together
the senior Redhawks scored 31 of the teams
55 points.
The loss was their fourth straight and the
ninth in their last ten games.
"They're a good team, they're going to the
playoffs. I've got to give themcredit, they're
big - they average 5-foot-10 all across the
board," senior forward Thresia Busch said.
"And we're an undersized team. That's how
the game goes."
At the end of the game,Western Washing-
ton had three players in double figures, all
three of them are 5-foot-10 or taller.
"We just got worn out inside, post play and
toughness is what we were missing tonight,"
Kriley said.
Photos by JoeyAnchondo„w
Coach Kriley instructs junior guard Amanda Kerr. i
Senior forward Thresia
Busch on the defensive end.
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I like this band and this album. It's a good
sound. It's cute, and if you like cute music
I think you'll like this band. I'm not that fa-
miliar withBlonde Redhead, but Asobi Seksu
reminds me of them. Maybe it's the female
Japanese vocals. Maybe it's the incredible
indie-rock-ness of the album. They're a
band that could and probably would cover
My Bloody Valentine. If you went to the
show wearing a Rilo Kiley pin you would
fit right in. But what really sets the mood
of this album is the packaging. It's hip and
it's about being hip. It's a girl lying down
amidst Polaroids, because film and digital
cameras are so cliche, and alongside a 45
record player. Even the CD itself is printed
to look like a record because we all know
that records are way cooler than CDs. With
the expression on her face being a confused
mixed of "I'm so pretty" and "I'm so sad,"
Asobi Seksu would make a perfect gift for
that special disaffected youth in your life.But
seriously folks, this is a good album. It man-
ages to have an uplifting sound that balances
between being a peaceful ambient record and
a rocking record that commands attention
from the listener. Maybe you'd rather have
it one way over the other, but for this music
fan, beauty is achieved through perfecting
the balance between opposites.
This New York based band is playing at
Chop Suey on Mar. 29 and isperforming live
on KEXP at noon of the same day.
Comeback Kid - Wake the Dead
Anew trend in the hardcore scene is seeing
bands returning back to a moreoriginal punk
sound. Rise Against is an example, Comeback
Kid is another. The latest release from Come-
back Kid, "Wake theDead," is energetic and
angry music about being a disaffectedyouth
in today's modem culture. You'll get that im-
pression from the first chorus of the first track.
The song entitled "False Idols Fall," contains
the refrain "All my heroes are dead," plays
right into the classic themes of adolescence
angeragainst society. These themes continue
throughout the album. Comeback Kid has a
good sound though and plays well. However,
by track six you begin to wonder ifthe sound
is ever going to change. Are they going to
keep playing very much the same song with
the same theme and message over and over
again? I know that it's a classic thing of
punk rock to be repetitive, well established
by the Ramones. I'm just suggesting that
they listen to more of The Clash's "London
Calling" as an influence to change up their
sound a little. I'm not suggesting more semi-
hardcore breakdowns two thirds of the way
through the song, I'msuggesting maybe, say,
a mariachi breakdown two thirds the way
through, complete with Spanish guitar and
maracas. That wouldbe nice change, because
as-is this album is twenty five minutes of the
same sound, similaranthem choruses and the
same half singing half screaming voice with
palm-muted guitars and lots of distortion.
This brings me to another complaint, this
album is justbarely slipping by the qualifica-
tions to be a full-length album. It may be 10
tracks, but there is less than thirty minutes of
music. Ifyou're going to charge full price you
need to deliver the full package. Otherwise
the youth will be continued to be disaffected
and angry.
You can catch Comeback Kid playing live
with Bane on Apr. 3 at El Corazon (formerly
Graceland.)
The Kills - No Wow
I have a friend that will overcome every
obstacle in order to come to a conclusion
about a band's sound, claiming "Oh my
God, this band is so ripping off (insert other,
established, "good" band name here)," and
then take a drag of your cigarette. While I
understand that many bands fail to develop
their own unique sound, I feel that is unfair
to critique so many bands based upon their
influences. Music, like any part of culture,
builds off of itself, and influences are ex-
pected. It should be about being good, not
about being unique.
That said, The Kills listen to a lot of PJ
Harvey. They are not an exact template, but
the same dark tones combined with the inten-
tionally 10-fi sound that define PJ Harvey's
music are fully present in "No Wow." The
Kills take her sound and add more to it with
more instruments and more engineering and
production work shying away from the sim-
plistic approach.
If you have every PJ Harvey record and
are looking for another record to play in a
dark room illuminated only by one red light
bulb while making cut-out art from New York
fashion magazines, then TheKills "NoWow"
may be just the album you're looking for. If
you don't have every PJ Harvey record you
justmight want to get another of her albums
to listen to instead.
The Kills are on tour and will be stopping
by The Crocodile Cafe on Mar. 25 to perform
their darkandlo-fi sound liveforyour listen-
ing pleasure.
Tegan and Sara - So Jealous
By now you've probably heard this duo
mentioned in music conversation, as the
small but still significant college campus
hype has been building about this record,
and for a good reason. Tegan and Sara have
a pop sensibility and catchiness that you can
indulge in without feeling that you're sup-
porting the machine that is Hilary Duff or
Lindsay Lohan. You could even put the pair
on a mix tape alongside Le Tigre and no one
would object. The songs are crafted in such
a way that you're singing along the very first
time you listen to the album, allowing you to
enjoy the catchy music that you wouldn't be
caught dead listening to past Junior High.
The indie music scene is in need ofbands
like Tegan and Sara, underground acts that
aren't afraid to embrace pop songwriting.
Musicians often feel that to be indie they need
to cover everything in reverb and noise and
recite vague lyrics about...well...honestly
I'm not quite sure what they're about a lot
of the time. This duo reclaims the pop genre
from more mainstream artists, and in their
own way offers a more wholesome alterna-
tive to Duff or Lohan.
The twin duo from Calgary, Canada will
be playing tonight. Mar. 10 at the Crocodile
Cafefor an all-ages crowd.
Amnesia, Love and a Body Drawer: The Jacket
Megan Peter
StaffWriter
The Jacket is a movie that mixes the genres
ofsuspense and thriller with a bit of comedy
and romance.
While the latter two play a minor role in
the film, they provide just enough to add a
little something to the movie to separate it
from others.
The movie is about GulfWar veteran, Jack
Sparks (Adrian Brody), who suffers from
amnesia caused by a gunshot wound to the
head during the war. He returns home, to
Vermont, where he is accused of shooting a
sheriff (who is seen briefly played by Jason
Lewis ofSex and the City).
Sparks cannot remember the incident
because he blacks out, and as a result he is
committedto amental institution. He receives
controversial treatment there in the form
of being strapped into a straightjacket type
of device and is kept in a body drawer in a
morgue for long periods of time.
While in the drawer he is able to travel
to 2007 where he encounters Jackie (Keira
Knightly), through this meeting he discovers
thathe is going to die in four days. In order for
him to find out how he dies he has to be in the
drawer, making his situation a challenge not
only to find ways to get into the drawer but
also against time.
Brody was an ex-
cellent choice for





and gave the ap-
pearance that this




was also able to









he was there, and
you could sense
his fear while be-
ing trapped in the drawer. He was also able
to play the role of the guy who cared for
Jackie, who felt this strong connectionto her,
and even in the simple act of smiling spoke




















ing her. She is







really had nothing going for herself.
The cast also includes Dr. Becker (Kris
Kristofferson), the man behind the experi-
mental procedure of putting the patients in
the jacket and thebody drawer. Kristofferson
plays a great "bad guy" and makes it easy
to dislike the character. In the film he also
self-medicates with various pills and alcohol
and has little concern for his patients, further
contributing to his negative image.
Another one of the doctors is Dr. Lorenson
(Jennifer JasonLeigh), who forms a connec-
tion with Sparks beyond just the usual doc-
tor/patient relationship. Sparks helps her with
a patient she is helping on the side, which
leads her to always hold a spot for him in
her heart. Leigh is able to pull off therole of
the stressed doctor whooften feels as though
she is not being heard or taken seriously by
her colleagues.
The movie itself is filmed beautifully with
a littlebit ofgraininess that gives it an edgier
feel. There are many times when different
images flash on the screen and it becomes a
bit startling at first and difficult to get used
to. Butby the end of the film you know what
to expect and are not so tense during these
scenes.
The one complaint is that there were mul-
tiple scenes that were close ups of Brody's
mouth and Kristofferson's eyes and were
just uncomfortable and took away for the
importance of the scene.
Overall, The Jacket is a good film with
solidperformances that gives you an ending









Editor - in - Chief
Defiant Flower
The flower never blossoms
In the way I want it to
I want the core to open
Andpoint right to the moon
The night sky does not waken
Thefragile flowers bud
Though its been there all along
Saturating in its own blood
The stars cry out in mystery




They dont know the way
Their time could be better spent
The stars wouldput them
In their best light
But leave the charm
Ofthe still cool night
Day approaches and
The sun comes and steals the show
So the night sky
The petals will never know









With little warning and even less explanation, Seattle University
visual arts students marched around campus escorting an 8 - foot tall
squirrel on a woodenplatform to The Green next to Pigott. The squirrel,
tightly grasping a 2.5 foot nut in its paws, appeared to be constructed
ofa wooden frame and construction paper. -
Photos by JoeyAnchondo
Ifyou tookpictures of the squirrelplease e-mail them
to Greg- mr_whitelo42@hotmail.com
An apparent leaderof the movement douses the
helpless squirrel with an unidentified liquid which
later appeared to be extremely flammable.
Very little was left, except for a very dazed and
confused crowd wondering "why?" The point of it
all was seemingly left up to the interpretation of the
individual observer.
Column: What Went Wrong in Neverland
Lauren Padgett
Staff Writer
Can Michael Jackson moonwalk his way
out of this one? From his bizarre behavior,
plastic surgery and child-like demeanor,
Jackson has always been a controversial star.
For a while the worldpushed Jackson and his
antics aside, but his 2003 documentary with
Martin Bashir prompted a wave of accusa-
tions ofchild rape.
Now he stands on trial for molestation of
one of the young boys featured in "Living
With Michael Jackson." The pop singer is
seen in the documentary holding hands with
his accuser, and Jackson admits to letting
him sleep in his bed. These allegations came
as a shock to the accuser's family. They saw
Jackson as a godsend to the young boy who
is undergoing treatment for cancer. Many
called the documentary when it aired in
the United Kingdom "career suicide," and
the end of Jackson's reign over pop music.
When the documentary aired in February
of 2003 in the United States, it was the last
straw for most.
Attorney Gloria Allred called for the re-
moval of Jackson's children from the home,
and the organization Prevent Child Abuse
America issued a request to investigate
Jackson's relations with children.
"Michael Jackson has enough red flags
for us to be concerned about protecting the
welfare of the children he comes in contact
with, including his own," PCAA president
A. Sidney Johnson 111 observed. When Nev-
erland - Jackson's estate - was searched,
items ofinterest were taken and documented
as evidence, including a bell that wouldring
anytime someone were to enter Jackson's
private suites. With the trial fully under way,
it is bound to be a nail-biter.
All-star witnesses for the King of Pop are
scheduled to parade across the courtroom and
tell the jury what a good, upstanding person
they believe Jackson to be. The entire crazy
Jackson clan comes to support him, and they
all wear white in unity of their fallen brother
and son. In addition, candlelight vigils are
being held across the globe in support of
the star.
Throughout all the negative publicity, one
cannot help but wonder why a young boy
with a terminal illness would want to accuse
his benefactor of something this horrible if
it wasn't true. Some critics have dug into
the history of the young boy, and made it
seem as if he has done something wrong in
coming forward to admit he has been sexu-
ally abused.
It just does not make sense that a young,
teenage boy would want to suffer under
something this agonizing and embarrassing
for money orpublicity. No matter ifyou are a
personal fan of Jackson or absolutely despise
him, something went wrong inNeverland. As
sad a life as Michael Jackson has endured,
through family problems stemming from his
abusive father to never fully receiving a child-
hood, it is no excuse for the way he acts.
The only thing keeping the world in sus-
pense of the outcome of this trial is Jackson's
fame. At the beginning of a usual trial day
last week, Jackson stood up in the middle of
testimony and walked out of the courtroom,
followed by his brother and attorneys. Ten
minutes later court resumed, only later did
reporters find out that he simply needed
to use the bathroom and could not wait. If
Michael Jackson was not an American icon
his antics would not be tolerated, and this
trial would have happened and been over
with long ago.
Fame creates a shieldagainst stars, making
thembelieve they can do no wrong. We as a
society need to reevaluate what we consider
worth praising, and who we shouldprotect.
No matter how feeble and mentally ill Mi-
chael Jackson is, we shouldnot offer him any
sort ofstar treatment for what he has done.
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Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than I do.That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of Jif9s.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now





All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu
Spring break is near... GCCD LUCr cn FINALS!
Well wishes frcm ycur ASSI Executive Eeard & Kens
Many thank/ to oil the Student/, foeulty and Staff who generou/ly
donated to the OilC-TO-fIYC! CflfllPMGn
Over 55.000 uia/ rai/ed thank/ to you!
Proceed/ uiill be /ent to the T/unomi Relief did.
Your genero/ity & concern for global awarene// are greatly appreciated!
COURTESY SHUTTLE SERVICE I cbabbwahb «„ nn,».
to SeaTac Airport for Spring Break SPORT YOUR SU PRIDE?
(Wed. 03/16 - Sat., 03/19) REPHAWK BRACELETS
Departure Location: Front ofStudent
center (Lower Mm Purchase them starting this
"First come, First served" basis FridSy* Mar. I I @ the CAC &
Sign up today @ the CAC! in the ASSU Office
*Note: Minimun sign-up is 24 hours prior
to desired departure time Cost: St.00
Questions? contact Public Safety @ A P01
*410" °f <h® P™®®* Will
psco@seaftteu.edu go to benefit Juvenile Diabetes.
Offered generously by D . . . _ _pr|l|
the SU Department ofPublic Safetyand ASSU! Brougitt to you oy assui
t£ I™ A . %__ J £ What are you doing this SATURDAY?student events and activities counciT Chech out vfc's annual
Questions? Contact SEAC @ 296-6047 BdlTlO FltSt! tOO5
SPAGHETTI FEED & tt?OVIE mem;! "Sirko ng Kaluluwa: Isa"
(Circus of the Soul: One)
Friday, fttetp. 11, 2005 @ S p.itt.
Fdttliep fceißoux ißooitt Saturday, Mar. 11,1005
(S£uden£ Centiei? ISO) Campion Ballroom
Doors open at 0:30 p.m.
Tkafee ct &Kud& break, Prosram begins at 1 p.m.
grab sow© FiSEE FOOD PRE"LE: * 1 »*»<■«•*
& i-hocfe ooe W6 6WAT.HEftI IMn.






Summer Camp Staff Wanted
Are you looking for a fun and rewarding summer job?
The Catholic Youth Organization is seeking qualified
staffmembers for ourresidential summer camp, Camp
Don Bosco in Carnation. We are hiring cabin
leaders, lodge leaders, wranglers, and more. We offer
room, board, salary, and a positive, enthusiastic work
environment. If you have summer work study - CYO is
an approved agency. Call Megan at 206.264.2090 or
email meganm@seattlearch.org for an application.
S^RF
Scandinavia
Scandinavian Airlines is now offering wireless Internet
sen/ice on non-stop flights to Scandinavia
Sample roundtrip airfares from Seattle to:
London $401
Stockholm $497
Amsterdam $497 Scandinavian Airlines
These Student Airfares
-








Host, Server & Busser
Needed. Racha Noodles &
Thai Cuisine, the leading
Thai Restaurant on Queen
Anne is looking for custom-
er service minded people
who want to work. Applied
with in or fax/sent your re-
sume to (206) 378-5530, 23
Mercer Street, Seattle, WA
98109 Attn: Wipa
500
Spacious 1 BR near campus.









Call for fitting (CASH ONLY)
V'?.■■■
*Nothing down and nothing due for 90 days on a new Toyota, that is!
At Toyota, you get a GREAT factory offer. If you will graduate from college within the
next six months and show proof of future employment, with a start date within
120 days of your purchase, you can take delivery of a new Toyota with
$0 down and NO payments for 90 days1, plus a $400 rebate! 2
HTlffflUTiTTIDHfcL I'l'J■;jlHißl"l m
See your participating Western Washington Toyota Dealers today!
PuyaHup Bellevue Kirkland Ronton Tacoma Bremerton
Toyota Michael's Toyota Bob Bridge Titus-Will Heartland
ofPuyallup Toyota of Kirkland Toyota Toyota Toyota
Everett Lynnwood Olympla Tacoma Burien Burlinoton Auburn
Bodland Magic Toyota Toyota of Burien Foothills Doxon
Toyota Toyota ofOlympia Tacoma Toyota Toyota Toyota
Seattle Lake City BeHingham Port Angeles Aberdeen Chehalis
Toyota Toyota Wilson Wilder Five Star 1-5
of Seattle of lake City Toyota Toyota Toyota Toyota
1. Any new Toyota - 5.1% APR for 60 Months - $19.08 per $1,000 borrowed. No down payment with approved credit through Toyota Financial Services. Not all customers will qualify for lowest rate depending on
model and credit approval - see dealer for terms and conditions. No moneydown and nomonthly payments for 90 days: Toyota Financial Services College GraduateProgram is available on approved credit to qual-
ified customers leasing or financing the purchase of new untitled Toyota models through participating Toyota dealers and Toyota Financial Services. Some restrictions apply. Program may not be available m all states.
First payment may be deferred for 90 days; finance charges accrue from contract date. Deferred payment not available in Pennsylvania. 2. $400 toward pur-
chase or lease of a new Toyota to qualifying graduates: Rebate offered by Toyota Motor Sales, U.SA, Inc. Rebate will be applied on lease contracts, first
toward the amounts dueat lease signing or delivery, with any remainder to the capatilized cost reduction, and toward the down payment on finance con-
tracts. Finance or lease contract must be dated between April 1,2004and March 31,2005. Only available on new untitled Toyota models. College Graduate I
Rebate Program is subject tochange or termination at any time. See your participating dealer for details. Toyota Financial Services is a service mark of Toyota
Motor Credit Corporation & Toyota Motor Insurance Services. Inc. Dealer participation in this rebate program may increase vehicle pnce before rebate. FOR
BOTH 1 & 2 ADocumentary Service Fee up to $35 may be added to vehicle price. Subject to availability. Individual dealer prices may vary. Vehicle ID
numbers available upon request. Must take retail delivery from new dealer stock by03/31/05. See participating dealerfor details. lUyUI3i.CU m
Change
Your Life
and make a difference
with a counseling degree from George Fox University
• Master of Arts in Counseling
• Master of Arts in Marriage and Family Therapy
• Master of Arts in School Counseling
• Master of Science in School Psychology






APPLICATION DEADLINE: 11 APRIL
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE: OFFICES OF THE DEANS,
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT,
HONORS PROGRAM,
& CAMPUS ASSISTANCE CENTER
The Sue Naef Scholarship is awarded to upper level undergraduate students
of Seattle University who have demonstrated excellence in academics and a
commitment to service and leadership.
QUALIFICATIONS:
• 90 credit hours completed at Seattle University by fall quarter 2005.
Transfer and AP credits not included in total.
• CumulativeSeattle University GPA of 3.40 or above
• Full-time (45 credits) Seattle University enrolment during year of award
• Not enrolled in College of S&E (for whom Bannan Scholarship Program
serves similarpurposes) nor recipient of Sullivan Scholarship
BENEFITS:
• Need based scholarship grant
• S9OO Seattle University Bookstore allowance
• Participation in group activities during award year
Questions: Ask an advisor or faculty member or contact David Madsen,
Moderator, in person (Casey 413), by phone 296-6938, or e-mail
dmadsen@seattleu.edu
GRE GMAT LSAT
DAT OAT PCAT TOEFL I
Receive a $100 rebate when you enroll in a
Kaplan course between March 1 and March 31.
Limited time offer!
Call or visit us online for more information or to enroll.
1-800-KAP-TEST
kaptest.com/rebate
Test Prep and Admissions
•Test names are registered trademarksof theirrespective owners. ••Conditions and restrictions apply. For complete guaranteeeligibility
requirements, visit kaptest.com/hsg. The Higher Score Guarantee applies only to Kaplan Test Prepand Admissionscourses taken and
completedwithin the United States and Canada. The Higher Score Guarantee does not apply to PCAT and TOEFL courses.
tßebaterestrictions apply. Must enrollbetween 3/1/05-3/31/05. Visit kaptest.com/rebate for complete information.
FOOTNOTES
CAMPUS VOICE: What would some ofthe details














"No roommate, no pitched
giggling, no homework, and lots
ofspicy Mexican food without
consequences. Rock!"
"California. Amoeba Records
Rare Fugazi 7 inches. "
"Mountain top. Ukulele. Camp-
fire. Marshmallows. Stars shining
bright. Fresh, clean air. Someone
special."
"No more microbiology, anatomy,
rectal swabbing, etc."
"No setplans. Just a map, a car
and some spending money.
"
MISS LONELY HEARTS
Are you in trouble?
Do YOU NEED HELP?
Write to Miss Lonely Hearts
AND SHE WILL HELP YOU.
LonelyHeartSpec@hotmail.com
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
I recently listened to the greatest love song of
all time, no not Hakuna Matata, rather Michael Jackson's
Thriller. Now, the video for this song struck a chord with
me. During the movie, movie-star Michael says to his
date, "Can I ask you something?" "What?" "You know I
like you, don't you?" "Yes..." "And I hope you like me,
the way I like you" "Yes..." "I was wondering if...you
wouldbe my girl?" "Oh Michael..." Kisses occur, then it
all goes down hill. "I have something I want to tell ya."
"Yes Michael?" "I'm not like other guys." "Course not!
That's why I love you." Ok, she has been his girl for all
ofone minute, and she's telling him she loves him! How
am I, as a guy, supposed to be ok with girls watching
this classic piece of film, and being filled with the idea
that saying those three words is okay after being an item
for less than two minutes? I can't be with someone who
doesn't appreciate that film, but I can't risk hearing those
words that soon. What am I to do?
-Anonymous
Dear A,
Hmmmm. Interesting. Really fascinating stuff
you have here. This problem reminds me of the age old
proverb of how to wash a dog: the dog in the bathtub.
The first written account of this proverb dates back to
Song of Solomon, where Ezra Pound relates getting out
of a relationship to washing a dog in a bathtub. And
Ezra said, "For I am like a dog, and she a bathtub, and
she holds me in the slick porcelain vessel against my
will, and though I try to squirm free, I cannot." (SOS,
2:12). Years later in his landmark autobiography, Pound
recanted this analogy, saying that he realized the easiest
and most prudent thing to do would be to accept that he
was in a losing battle.
Sincerely,
Miss L.
Dear Miss Lonely Hearts,
Here's my situation. I've decided that my
roommate is a racist, not the Archie Bunker, haha type
racist, more of theAdolf Hitler, not so haha type of rac-
ist. Now don't get me wrong, I make my fair share of
jokes, but that's all they are, jokes. It's important to be
able to laugh about my stereotypical Irish ancestors who
were probably bar fighting all the time, (I mean serious-
ly, Irish people...) But this guy offends even me with his
comments and bad, offensive, accents. Sometimes I feel
a good kick in the pants would solve a lot of problems.
What should I do?
- Anonymous
Dear A,
I was not aware that there is a funny side to
racism. Please, enlighten me further, so that I too can
take part in the light-hearted, no doubt beneficial, ele-
ment that I never knew existed. I imagine you are the
type of person who punches a donkey, then turns around
and cries that it is not as bad as hitting some finer breed
of animal. Please, sir, remove the plank from your own
eye before taking the speck from your Aryan brothers.
Signed,
Miss L.
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